
Logitech accessories enhance Apple® experiences— 
and that’s completely by design.

In fact, we’ve been designing solutions for Apple products for over a decade. 
The result is a suite of tools that elevate every Apple experience with more 
functionality, more customization, and more comfort.  Logitech’s Rugged 

Combo keyboard cases and Crayon digital styluses are built to pair with each 
other. Rugged durability and seamless design? That’s what we call a perfect 

combo for students of all ages.

LOGITECH CRAYON
Support creativity and precision for students in all levels and areas of study.

LOGITECH CRAYON 
P/N: 914-000065 
Lightning rechargeable
Compatible with iPad 7th -10th gen

LOGITECH CRAYON 
P/N: 914-000078 
USB-C Rechargeable with LED battery indicator
Compatible with iPad 7th-10th gen

Made with Apple Pencil® Technology
No pairing needed, just turn on and go

Compatible with iPad and all Apple 
Pencil compatible learning apps

Logitech iPad  
Solutions for Education 



HEADSETS
Improve focus with less background distraction and clear audio.
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H111 FOR EDU 
P/N: 981-000999
3.5mm jack 
Leatherette covers 
Rugged + durable 

ZONE LEARN
P/N: 981-001383, 981-001367, 981-001378,  
981-001362, 981-001389, 981-001372
Micro-adjustable fit with swappable on-ear/over-ear pads
3.5mm AUX, USB-A, or USB-C

COMBO TOUCH 
Precise trackpad
40o angle stand 
Great for teachers
P/N: 920-009608 

FOLIO TOUCH FOR IPAD AIR 
Precise trackpad 
58o angle stand 
P/N: 920-009952 

RUGGED COMBO SERIES 
The Rugged Combo Series enables more flexibility and better device protection. Pairing instantly via Smart 
Connector and with five unique use modes that enable writing, typing, and creating multimedia projects, 

an easy-to-clean wipeable surface, and military-grade drop protection, Rugged Combo is the perfect 
complement to student iPad devices.  And it comes with a 3 year warranty.

Educators need solutions that enable them to feel comfortable, focused, and prepared to do everything 
they can for their students. The Combo Touch and Folio Touch are built to work in any environment, with 

four use modes that allow you to type, edit, sketch and read, anywhere. A slim, lightweight design and an 
ergonomic keyboard empowers educators with the comfort to do anything, in and out of the classroom.

RUGGED COMBO 4
P/N: 920-011133
Compatible with iPad (10th gen)

RUGGED COMBO 4 TOUCH
P/N: 920-011130
Compatible with iPad (10th gen)
Integrated Multi-TouchTM trackpad for 
effortless navigation

RUGGED COMBO 3
P/N: 920-009385
Compatible with iPad (7th-9th gen)

RUGGED COMBO 3 TOUCH
P/N: 920-010342 
Compatible with iPad (7th-9th gen) 
Integrated Multi-TouchTM trackpad for 
effortless navigation

EXPRESSLY FOR EDUCATORS

 


